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Network Reconstruction and Prediction of
Epidemic Outbreaks for General Group-Based
Compartmental Epidemic Models
Bastian Prasse

and Piet Van Mieghem

Abstract—The underlying core of most epidemic models is the
graph that specifies the contacts between healthy and infected
individuals. However, in the majority of applications, the contact
network is unknown. To understand and predict an epidemic
outbreak nonetheless, network reconstruction methods aim to
estimate the contact network from viral state observations. This
work considers general compartmental epidemic models
(GEMF) in discrete time, which describe the viral spread
between groups of individuals. The reconstruction of the network
translates into a set of linear equations that is severely illconditioned. Counterintuitively, we show that the contact
network cannot be reconstructed from one epidemic outbreak
with any finite machine precision, although an accurate
prediction of the epidemic outbreak is possible.
Index Terms—Epidemic models, network reconstruction, prediction of epidemic outbreaks

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE field of epidemics encompasses a plethora of phenomena and is rooted in the description of infectious diseases [1], with seminal works by Bernoulli [2] and Snow [3].
Beyond infectious diseases, the spread of opinions, trends
and fake news on on-line social networks can be described as
an epidemic of a viral infection, whereby individuals infect
one another with the opinion, trend, etc. The vast majority of
epidemic models assigns every individual to a compartment
such as susceptible, infected, or recovered from the disease.
Epidemic processes over networks assume that the spreading
may occur from one to another individual only if the two
individuals have contact [4], for instance by a friendship or
sexual relation.
The contact graph between individuals has a great impact
on the spread of the virus [4], [5]. However, in the study of
real-world epidemics, there is often not much known about
the contact graph other than high-level properties such as, for
instance, the degree distribution [6]. To obtain a better
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understanding of the viral spread, network reconstruction
methods aim to infer the unknown contact graph from observing the viral state evolution. If the contact graph can be reconstructed, then the epidemic outbreak can be predicted.
However, as we will show in this work, the prediction of epidemic outbreaks is surprisingly less related to network reconstruction, despite the clear dependence of the dynamic
equations of epidemic spread on the contact graph (see equation (4) below). In particular, we show that, for the majority
of applications, the network cannot be reconstructed although
the epidemic outbreak can be predicted.
The majority of network reconstruction methods focussed
on inferring the contact network from viral state observations of every single individual [7]–[12]. Network reconstruction methods from viral state observations of single
individuals are subject to two fundamental limitations. First,
it is hardly practical to determine the viral state of every
individual at every time in real-world epidemics. Second,
an accurate network reconstruction requires a tremendous
number n of viral state observation [8]. Thus, inferring the
contact network between single individuals only seems possible long after the virus reached the endemic state or, if
the virus dies out, by observing multiple epidemic outbreaks, both of which seems impractical. To overcome the
challenges of reconstructing the contact network of individual-based models, we describe the evolution of the virus on
a coarser level between groups, or communities, of similar
individuals. The prevalence of a virus within a group is
accessible by sampling representative individuals.
In this work, we focus on the viral spread over a network with
N nodes, where each node corresponds to a group of individuals
such as households or geographical regions. We consider that
the viral spread between groups follows a discrete-time version
of the Generalised Epidemic Mean-Field (GEMF) model [13]
with heterogeneous spreading parameters on a directed contact
network. The GEMF model considers M viral state compartments, which unifies a myriad of diverse epidemic models. For
instance, in the Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) process
there are M ¼ 2 compartments, and in the Susceptible-InfectedRecovered (SIR) process there are M ¼ 3 compartments. The
viral state of node i at continuous time t  0 is denoted by
vi ðtÞ ¼ ðvi;1 ðtÞ; . . .; vi;M ðtÞÞT 2 ½0; 1M , where vi;p ðtÞ describes
the fraction of individuals of group i in compartment p at time t.
Originally, Sahneh et al. [13] derived the GEMF model as a
mean-field approximation of individual-based Markovian
spreading processes, where every node i corresponds to a
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single individual, whose viral state equals either one of M
compartments. Then, the probability that the viral state of
individual i equals the p-th compartment at time t is approximated by the state vi;p ðtÞ of the GEMF model. In contrast, our
interpretation of the viral state vi;p ðtÞ as the fraction of individuals of group i in compartment p is in line with [14]–[17]. Furthermore, Pare et al. [17] provided a validation of the NIMFA
epidemic model on real-world epidemic data, where the nodes
of the network correspond to groups of individuals, namely
either households or counties. Ideally, individuals in the same
group are interchangeable for describing the epidemic outbreak. The number of individuals in different groups i does
not need to be the same.
The nomenclature is presented in Section II. We propose
the GEMF epidemic model in discrete time in Section III. The
network reconstruction for the GEMF epidemic model is
equivalent to solving a set of linear equations, as we show in
Section IV. Section V discusses fundamental limits of reconstructing the contact network from GEMF viral state observations. We propose a network reconstruction method in
Section VI based on the least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO). The network reconstruction method is
evaluated in Section VII for random graphs and real networks,
also in the presence of model errors, and the results show that
the prediction of an epidemic outbreak and the reconstruction
of the contact network are fundamentally different tasks.
II. NOMENCLATURE
The N  N identity matrix is denoted by IN . The number
of compartments in the GEMF model is denoted by M 2 N,
and the M  1 all-one vector is denoted by u. For an N  1
vector x, diagðxÞ denotes the N  N diagonal matrix with the
vector x on its diagonal. The spectral radius of a square matrix
A is denoted by rðAÞ. For any N  N matrix A, we define
the N 2  1 vector that is obtained by stacking the columns of
A as vecðAÞ ¼ ða11 ; . . .; aN1 ; a12 ; . . .; aN2 ; . . .ÞT . The Kronecker product of a k  l matrix A and a p  q matrix B is
denoted by A  B 2 Rkplq .

p of group i, then apq;ij ¼ 1, and apq;ij ¼ 0 otherwise. For
instance, if compartment q denotes individuals that are in
quarantine, then it holds that Apq ¼ 0 for all compartments
p 6¼ q since the quarantine-compartment q is isolated from all
compartments p 6¼ q. In the GEMF model, there are two kinds
of viral state transitions from time k to k þ 1. Nodal transitions occur at a node i independently of the viral state vj ½k of
the other nodes j 6¼ i. The M  M nodal transition probability
matrix Si specifies the probabilities of nodal transitions at
node i. The probability that, via a nodal transition, an individual in group i changes from compartment p to compartment q
equals ðSi Þpq . In contrast, edge-based transitions do depend
on the viral state vj ½k of the neighbours j of node i and, hence,
on the contact network. The M  M edge-based transition
probability matrix Bm;ij specifies the probabilities of edgebased transitions at node i due to (for instance, an infection
from) the individuals of group j in compartment m. More precisely, the probability that an individual in group i changes
from compartment p to compartment q due to a fraction
vj;m ½k of individuals of group j in compartment m equals
ðBm;ij Þpq vj;m ½k. We emphasise that the edge-based transition
probability matrix Bm;ii from group i to group i is not necessarily zero, because the individuals in group i can possibly
interact with each other.
The edge-based transition probability matrix Bm;ij is related
to the adjacency matrices as Apm , for all compartments
p ¼ 1; . . .; M, as follows. Since individuals of group j in compartment m have an impact on individuals of group i in compartment p only if there is a link from compartment m of
group j to compartment p of group i, it holds


~m;ij Þ apm;ij
(1)
Bm;ij pq ¼ ðB
pq
~m;ij . Hence, it holds apm;ij ¼ 1 only
for some M  M matrix B
if1 there is a compartment q such that ðBm;ij Þpq > 0. More
precisely, we can obtain the entries apm;ij of the adjacency
matrix Apm by

apm;ij ¼

1
0

if 9q ¼ 1; . . .; M :
otherwise:



Bm;ij


pq

> 0;

(2)

III. THE DISCRETE-TIME GEMF EPIDEMIC MODEL
In Section III-A, we define the general discrete-time GEMF
epidemic model. We give important special cases of the
GEMF model in Section III-B. In Section III-C, we introduce
curing probability control for the GEMF model.
A. General GEMF Epidemic Model
We generalise the GEMF model [13] to heterogeneous
spreading parameters and directed graphs. We state the
GEMF model in discrete time and denote the viral state of
group i at discrete time k 2 N by vi ½k 2 ½0; 1M . Since vi;p ½k
denotes the fraction of individuals of group i in compartment
p and each individual is in exactly one compartment, it holds
that vi;1 ½k þ . . . þ vi;M ½k ¼ 1 at any time k. For every two
compartments p; q ¼ 1; . . .; M, we denote the N  N zeroone adjacency matrix as Apq with elements apq;ij . The adjacency matrices Apq specify the contact network. If there is a
directed link from compartment q of group j to compartment

Any GEMF model can be visualised as in Figure 1 by the
transition graph, which we define as follows. All compartments of two (arbitrary) groups i; j are represented by a node
in the transition graph. Regarding the compartments of group
i, two nodes in the transition graph are connected by a directed
link if there is a transition between the respective compartments of group i. (The transitions between the compartments
of the other group j are omitted, since the transitions between
the compartments of one group i suffice to specify the GEMF
model.) A node-based transition of group i from compartment p
to compartment q is represented by a simple arrow “!” that is
labelled with the transition probability ðSi Þpq . An edge-based
transition of group i from compartment p to compartment q is
represented by an arrow with the multiplier “” in the middle.
1

Here, we make the technical assumption: if there is a link from compartment m of group j to compartment p of group i, then the probability ðBm;ij Þpq
is positive for at least one compartment q.
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Fig. 1. The transition graph for an exemplary GEMF model with M ¼ 3
compartments. The solid lines correspond to possible transitions between the
three compartments of group i. The dashed lines illustrate which compartment
of group j influences which edge-based transition between two compartments
of group i.
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compartment p of group i can be obtained from Figure 1 as
follows. The link labelled with aij connects compartment 1 of
group j to an edge-based transition starting at compartment 2
of group i (ending at compartment 1 of group i), which yields
that a21;ij ¼ 1 if aij > 0. Similarly, the link labelled with nij
yields that a31;ij ¼ 1 if nij > 0. Both of the links labelled
with g ij and uij connect compartment 3 of group j with edgebased transitions starting at compartment 2 of group i, which
yields that a23;ij ¼ 1 if g ij > 0 or uij > 0 (or both). For the
other compartments p; m, which have not been mentioned yet,
it holds that apm;ij ¼ 0.
Definition 1 (Discrete-Time GEMF Epidemic Model): The
discrete-time GEMF epidemic model describes the evolution
of the viral state vi ½k 2 RM for every group i ¼ 1; . . .; N as
N X
M
X


vj;m ½kQTm;ij vi ½k; (4)
vi ½k þ 1 ¼ IM  QTi vi ½k 
j¼1 m¼1

If compartment m of group j has an influence on the edge-based
transition of group i from compartments p to compartment q,
then there is an arrow from compartment m of group j to the
respective multiplier “”, which is labelled with the transition
probability ðBm;ij Þpq . We emphasise that, by definition (1),
ðBm;ij Þpq ¼ 0 if the respective link apm;ij ¼ 0.
Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary transition graph for a GEMF
model with M ¼ 3 compartments. In the following, we show
how the transition graph in Figure 1 fully specifies the GEMF
model, i.e. the node-based and edge-based transitions. In Figure 1,
there is exactly one simple arrow from compartment 3 to compartment 1, which is labelled with the transition probability #i .
Hence, the nodal transition probability matrix Si equals
0
1
0 0 0
Si ¼ @ 0 0 0 A:
(3)
#i 0 0
There are two arrows from compartment 1 of group j to the
edge-based transitions of group i: from compartment 2 to
compartment 1 (labelled with aij ), and from compartment 3 to
compartment 1 (labelled with nij ). Hence, the edge-based transition probability matrix B1;ij equals
0
1
0 0 0
B1;ij ¼ @ aij 0 0 A:
nij 0 0
There is no arrow from compartment 2 of group j to a transition of group i. Hence, compartment 2 of group j has no influence on the transitions of group i, and it holds that B2;ij ¼ 0.
From the two arrows starting at compartment 3 of group j, we
obtain the edge-based transition probability matrix B3;ij as
0
1
0 0 0
B3;ij ¼ @ g ij 0 uij A:
0 0 0
The matrices Si and Bm;ij , where m ¼ 1; 2; 3, for all groups
i; j fully specify the transitions of the GEMF model. Furthermore, the links apm;ij from compartment m of group j to

where k 2 N denotes the discrete time slot. Here, the M  M
Laplacian matrices of the nodal transition probability
matrix Si and the edge-based transition probability matrix
Bm;ij are denoted by Qi ¼ diagðSi uÞ  Si and Qm;ij ¼
diagðBm;ij uÞ  Bm;ij .
In Appendix A, we derive the discrete-time GEMF model
(4) from the continuous-time GEMF model [13] by applying
Euler’s method. If the initial viral state vi ½1 of every node i
satisfies vi;1 ½1 þ . . . þ vi;M ½1 ¼ 1, then [13] it holds that
vi;1 ½k þ . . . þ vi;M ½k ¼ 1 at any time k  1. Thus, the GEMF
model (4) with MN compartments can be reduced to
ðM  1ÞN non-linear difference equations.
Originally, the GEMF model was formulated for multi-layer
networks [13]. The discrete-time GEMF model (4) does not
explicitly model distinct network layers but directly sums the
influences across all network layers. For instance, consider
that infected individuals in group j infect susceptible individuals in group i via a link in the workplace network (network
ð1Þ
layer l ¼ 1) with the transition probability bij or via a link in
the friendship contact network (network layer l ¼ 2) with the
ð2Þ
transition probability bij . Then, an equivalent GEMF model
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
is obtained by a total transition probability of bij ¼ bij þ bij
on one network layer. Since the value of the transition probability bij completely determines the viral state dynamics
of the GEMF model (4), it is only possible to estimate
the transition probability bij from viral state observations
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
vi ½1; vi ½2; . . ., but not the distinct addends bij and bij of the
different layers.
B. Special Cases of the GEMF Epidemic Model
In this work, we consider four special cases of the GEMF
model (4). First, we consider the SIS epidemic model with
two compartments: the susceptible (or healthy) compartment
S and the infected compartment I . At any time k, an individual in group i changes from the infected compartment I to
the susceptible compartment S with the curing,2 probability
2

For the models in Section III-B we refer to the transition probabilities di
and bij as curing probability and infection probability, respectively, to stress
their physical meaning.
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Fig. 2. The transition graph for the SIS epidemic model.

di , which is the only nodal transition. Furthermore, there is
exactly one edge-based transition, which is the infection of
an individual. At any time k, an individual of group i
changes from the susceptible compartment
PN S to the infected
compartment I with the probability
j¼1 bij I j ½k, where
I j ½k denotes the fraction of infected individuals of group j
at time k, and bij is the infection probability from group j to
group i. Figure 2 shows the transition graph of the SIS epidemic model.
The derivations in this work hold for the general GEMF
model (4). However, for the sake of explanation, we put a particular focus on the SIS epidemic model, whose systems equations are given as:
Definition 2 (SIS Epidemic Model3): For every group i, the
viral state of the SIS epidemic model equals vi ½k ¼ ðS i ½k;
I i ½kÞT . Here, S i ½k and I i ½k denote the fraction of susceptible and infected individuals in group i at time k 2 N, respectively. For every group i at any time k 2 N, the viral state
evolves according to
I i ½k þ 1 ¼ ð1  di ÞI i ½k þ ð1  I i ½kÞ

N
X

bij I j ½k

(5)

compartment I to the recovered compartment R, which
occurs with the curing probability di for an individual in group
i. Both the transition graph and the systems equation of the
SEIR epidemic model are stated in Appendix D.
The third model is the SIR epidemic model [20], which is
closely related to the SEIR model. In the SIR epidemic model,
the exposed compartment E is omitted and individuals transition the compartments in the order S ! I ! R. Appendix C
contains both the systems equations and the transition graph
of the SIR epidemic model for completeness.
Lastly, we consider a two-staged infection process, with
two different diseases and five compartments: the susceptible
compartments S l , the infectious compartments I l , and the
recovered (or removed) compartment R, where l ¼ 1; 2
denotes the disease. In the SISIR epidemic model, individuals
transition the compartments in the order S 1 ! I 1 ! S 2
! I 2 ! R. There are two edge-based transitions in the SISIR
model, the infectious transitions S 1 ! I 1 and S 2 ! I 2 ,
which occur analogously to the S ! I transition in the SIS
model, but with infection rates bl;ij that depend on the respective disease l ¼ 1; 2. The two nodal transitions I 1 ! S 2 and
I 2 ! R occur with the curing probabilities d1;i and d2;i ,
respectively, for an individual in group i. The main motivation
for studying the SISIR model is technical: the two contact networks corresponding to the two viruses are completely unrelated. Hence, the fact that node i can infect node j with virus 1
does not imply that node i can infect node j with virus 2.
Thus, effectively a contact network with 2 N nodes has to be
reconstructed from the viral state observations of N groups.
Both the transition graph and the systems equation of the
SISIR epidemic model are stated in Appendix E.

j¼1

and the fraction of susceptible individuals follows as S i ½k ¼
1  I i ½k. Here, bij denotes the infection probability from
group j to group i, and di denotes the curing probability of
group i.
The second model that we consider has four compartments:
the susceptible compartment S, the exposed compartment E,
the infectious compartment I , and the recovered (or removed)
compartment R. An individual transitions the compartments
in the order S ! E ! I ! R. Individuals in the exposed
compartment E have been infected by the disease but, in contrast to individuals in the infectious compartment I , are not
contagious yet. Individuals in the recovered compartment R
have had the disease, but are not susceptible nor infectious
any more (for instance, by immunisation or death). In the
SEIR epidemic model, the only edge-based transition occurs
from the susceptible compartment S to the exposed compartment E, analogously to the S ! I transition in the SIS epidemic model. Furthermore, there are two nodal transitions in
the SEIR epidemic model. First, the transition from the
exposed compartment E to the infectious compartment I ,
which occurs with the incubation probability g i for an individual in group i. Second, the transition from the infectious
3
The equations (5) are also known as the discrete-time N-Intertwined
Mean-Field Approximation (NIMFA) of the SIS process [18], [19]. 1.n this
work, we refer to the system (5) as SIS model for consistency with the other
special cases of the GEMF model.

C. Curing Probability Control
So far, we assumed that the curing rates di are constant or,
equivalently, that the nodal transition probability matrices Si
do not change over time k. However, public health agencies
react to an emerging epidemic outbreak by vaccinations and
other disease control measures that do vary as time k evolves.
In the SIS, SIR and SEIR epidemic models, we consider that
the curing rates of every group i are time-dependent, i.e., the
curing probability di is replaced by
~di ½k ¼ di þ Ddi ½k:

(6)

Here, the scalar Ddi ½k  0 is the known curing probability
control at time k (for instance the fraction of vaccinations).
Khanafer and Başar [21] studied a similar curing probability
control approach to reduce the prevalence of virus. The constant curing probability term di > 0 in (6) corresponds to natural immunities and other influences which are unknown and
have to be reconstructed from viral state observations to provide a full understanding of the viral spread. For the SISIR
epidemic model, we consider that the curing rates of both diseases l ¼ 1; 2 are time-dependent and equal to ~dl;i ½k ¼ Ddl;i ½k
þdl;i for every group i. For the general GEMF model (4), the
concept of time-varying curing rates (6) is generalised by
replacing the nodal transition probability matrix Si by the
time-dependent M  M matrix S~i ½k ¼ Si þ DSi ½k. Here, the
time-dependent M  M matrix DSi ½k describes the known
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controlled interventions to the viral state evolution, and the
constant M  M matrix Si is due to unknown terms of the
nodal transitions. In Section V, we will show that a non-zero
curing probability control Ddi ½k > 0 is beneficial for the task
of network reconstruction.
IV. FORMULATING THE NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION
PROBLEM AS LINEAR EQUATIONS
The focus of this work is the inverse problem of estimating
the parameters of the GEMF model (4) from viral state observations. More precisely:
Definition 3 (GEMF Network Reconstruction Problem):
Assume that the controlled interventions DSi ½k to the viral state
evolution are either known or zero at every time k. Estimate the
nodal transition probability matrix Si and the edge-based transition probability matrix Bm;ij for all nodes i; j and all compartments m from observations of the M  1 viral state vector vi ½k
of every group i at every discrete time k ¼ 1; . . .; n þ 1, where
n 2 N denotes the number of observed transitions.
We emphasise that the adjacency matrices Apm can be
obtained from the matrices Bm;ij by (2). For given viral state
observations vi ½1; . . .; vi ½n þ 1 of every group i, the GEMF
model (4) is linear with respect to the Laplacian matrices Qi
and Qm;ij .
Lemma 4: Consider the GEMF model (4) with a nodal transition matrix S~i ½k ¼ Si þ DSi ½k, where the time-varying
matrix DSi ½k is known (or equals zero). Denote the M  M
Laplacian matrix of the known control matrix DSi ½k by
DQTi ½k ¼ diagðDSi ½kuÞ  DSi ½k. For any group i, define
the Mn  1 vector Vi as
0
1
vi ½2  vi ½1 þ DQTi ½1vi ½1
B
C
..
Vi ¼ @
A;
.
vi ½n þ 1  vi ½n þ

DQTi ½nvi ½n

Wi ¼ ðIM  vi ½1; . . .; IM  vi ½nÞT
Rm;ij ¼ ðvj;m ½1ðIM  vi ½1Þ; . . .; vj;m ½nðIM  vi ½nÞÞT :

(8)

Here, the n  1 vector VSIS ; i equals
0

I i ½2  ð1  Ddi ½1ÞI i ½1
..
.

B
VSIS ; i ¼ @

1
C
A

I i ½n þ 1  ð1  Ddi ½nÞI i ½n
and the n  ðN þ 1Þ matrix FSIS ; i is given by
I i ½1
B ..
FSIS ; i ¼ @ .

S i ½1I 1 ½1
..
.

I i ½n

S i ½nI 1 ½n

1
. . . S i ½1I N ½1
C
..
..
A:
.
.
. . . S i ½nI N ½n

V. THE LIMITS OF NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION

and the M 2 ð1 þ NMÞ  1 GEMF parameter vector xi as

xi ¼ vecðQi ÞT ; vecðQ1;i1 ÞT ; . . .; vecðQ1;iN ÞT ;
T
 vecðQ2;i1 ÞT ; . . .; vecðQM;iN ÞT :
Then, the GEMF parameter vector xi satisfies the linear system

Proof: Appendix B.

VSIS;i ¼ FSIS ; iðdi ; bi1 ; . . .; biN ÞT :

Analogously to Lemma 5, we state the linear system (7)
more compactly for the group-based SIR, SEIR, and SISIR
epidemic models in Appendix C, Appendix D, and Appendix
E, respectively.

Furthermore, define the Mn  M 2 ð1 þ NMÞ matrix Fi as


Fi ¼ Wi ; R1;i1 ; . . .; R1;iN ; R2;i1 ; . . .; RM;iN

V i ¼ F i xi :

The entries of the M 2  1 vectors vecðQi Þ and vecðQm;ij Þ
are linear combinations of the entries of the nodal transition
probability matrix Si and the edge-based transition probability
matrix Bm;ij . Thus, the GEMF network reconstruction problem results in a set of equations (7) that is linear with respect
to the matrices Si and Bm;ij . For every node i, the maximum
number of unknowns is bounded by the number
M 2 ð1 þ NMÞ of entries of the GEMF parameter vector xi .
However, in most cases, many entries of the matrices Si and
Bm;ij are a-priori known to be zero, since some nodal or edgebased transitions cannot occur. For instance, at most one entry
of the matrix Si in (3) is non-zero. Furthermore, since the viral
state vi ½k of every group i obeys vi;1 ½k þ    þ vi;M ½k ¼ 1,
there are n redundant equations in (7), and every N-th row of
(7) can be omitted. Hence, the set of linear equations (7) can
be often be expressed more compactly for particular GEMF
models. To give an example, for the group-based SIS epidemic model (5) the linear system (7) can be expressed compactly as follows.
Lemma 5: For any node i, the curing probability di and the
infection probabilities b1i ; . . .; biN of the SIS epidemic model
(5) with time-varying curing rates ~di ½k ¼ Ddi ½k þ di satisfy

0

and define the Mn  M 2 matrices Wi ; Rm;ij as

2759

(7)
&

On the first sight, it seems straightforward to infer the network from GEMF viral state observations, since the network
reconstruction is equivalent to solving the linear system (7).
However, as we show in the following, the linear system (7) is
extremely ill-conditioned, which is a severe limitation to the
GEMF network reconstruction problem itself – regardless of
the specific network reconstruction method. In Section V-A,
we discuss the limits of reconstructing large networks from
GEMF viral state observations. In Section V-B, we show the
dramatic impact of model errors on the network reconstruction
problem.
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A. Reconstruction of Large Networks
The set of linear equations (7) can, in theory, be solved
exactly if the rank of the matrix Fi equals the number of
unknowns. However, any computer works with finite precision arithmetic, which causes small, but non-zero, roundoff errors. In the worst case, even small round-off errors
can accumulate and greatly affect the accuracy of the solution of the linear system (7). To solve the linear system
(7) in practice, the numerical rank of the matrix Fi is decisive. The numerical rank of the matrix Fi equals the number of singular values of the matrix Fi that are greater
than a small threshold rank , which is set in accordance to
the machine precision.
We perform numerical simulations to obtain the average
numerical rank of the matrix Fi for the group-based SIS, SIR,
SEIR and SISIR epidemic models. For the SIS, SIR, SEIR,
and SISIR epidemic models, the adjacency matrices A12 , A12 ,
A13 , and both A12 and A34 , respectively, that correspond to
the contact network between infected and susceptible nodes,
are generated according to the Barabasi-Albert random graph
model [22], where the initial number of nodes is set to m0 ¼ 3
and the number of links per addition of a new node is set to
m ¼ 3. Furthermore, we set aii ¼ 1 for every group i of the
respective adjacency matrices, since we consider that individuals in group i can infect one another. On the one hand, we
consider that there is no curing probability control, i.e.
Ddi ½k ¼ 0 for every group i at every time k. On the other
hand, we set the curing probability control term Ddi ½k to a
uniformly distributed random number in ½0; Ddmax ; i for every
group i at every time k, where the maximum control value
equals Ddmax ; i ¼ 0:01dmax ; i. Further details on the simulation parameters are given in Appendix F.
Without curing probability control, i.e. Ddi ½k ¼ 0 for
every group i at every time k, Figure 3 shows that the
numerical rank of the matrix Fi , computed by the Matlab
command rank, quickly stagnates as the number of
groups N grows. Thus, the linear system (7) is very illconditioned. For instance, for the group-based SIS model
(5), the numerical rank stagnates at approximately
numrankðFi Þ  15, and the linear system (8) has practically not more than 15 independent equations. Hence,
large networks cannot be reconstructed from GEMF viral
state observations of a single epidemic outbreak without
curing probability control4, which is in agreement with
other works [23], [24] that consider network reconstruction
for individual-based epidemic models. For the SISIR
model, the numerical rank of the matrix Fi is approximately twice as high as for the other epidemic models,
which is intuitive since the contact network for the SISIR
model is effectively of size 2 N. With curing probability
control on the other hand, the numerical rank of the matrix
Fi behaves very differently. In particular, the numerical
4

If the contact network is sparse, then compressed sensing methods [10]
could be applied to reconstruct the network from the underdetermined system
(7). For compressed sensing methods, the number of linearly independent
equations that are required for reconstructing a network with s non-zero elements grows at least proportionally to slog ðN=sÞ. However, since the rank of
the matrix Fi stagnates for a growing number of nodes N, also compressed
sensing methods fail for large networks.

Fig. 3. The numerical rank of the matrix Fi versus the number of nodes N.
The dashed and the solid lines depict the results without and with curing probability control, respectively. The results are averaged over 100 BarabasiAlbert random graphs.

rank of the matrix Fi equals the number of unknown
parameters for the SIS, SIR, SEIR and SISIR epidemic
model, also for large networks. Hence, a time-varying control of the curing rates di ½k is necessary for the reconstruction of large networks.
In theory, we see two alternatives to controlling the curing
rates for the reconstruction of large networks. However, we
argue that neither of these two alternatives is applicable to
real-world epidemics. First, a greater number of linearly independent equations (7) can be achieved by observing multiple
epidemic outbreaks [25] with different initial viral states v½1.
Each epidemic outbreak results in a different matrix Fi , which
can be stacked such that the linear system (7) has sufficiently
many independent equations. However, the numerical rank of
the matrix Fi stagnates when the number of nodes N
increases. Thus, the greater the network size N the more epidemic outbreaks need to be observed to reconstruct the network. We believe that it is far from practical to observe
multiple outbreaks for real-world epidemics, in particular for
novel viruses that demand rapid intervention.
Second, if some properties of the contact network are
known a-priori, then less equations are possibly needed to
solve the GEMF network reconstruction problem. For
instance, if the maximum degree of a node i is upper-bounded
by dmax and the infection rates
P are upper-bounded by
bmax dmax can
bij bmax , then the constraint N
j¼1 bij
be included in the linear system (8) of the group-based SIS
network reconstruction problem. However, the rank of the
matrix Fi stagnates when the number of nodes N increases.
Hence, the greater the network, the more constraints must be
included in the linear system (7), which does not seem viable
for a large network size N.
B. The Impact of Model Errors
A real-world virus does not exactly follow the difference
equations of the GEMF model (4). Instead, the viral state vi ½k
of any group i evolves according to vi ½k þ 1 ¼ fGEMF ; iðv1 ½k;
. . .; vN ½kÞ þ wi ½k, where fGEMF ; iðv1 ½k; . . .; vN ½kÞ denotes
the right-hand side of (4), and the M  1 vector wi ½k denotes
the model error at group i and time k. To ensure that vi;1 ½kþ
   þ vi;M ½k ¼ 1 at every time k, we set wi;l ½k ¼ 0 for exactly
one compartment l. For the SIS, SIR, SEIR, and SISIR models,
we choose the remaining compartment l as: S i , S i , Ri , and Ri ,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. The viral state I½k of the group-based SIS epidemic model (5) for an
 s-Renyi random graph with N ¼ 20 groups without curing probability
Erdo
control (Ddmax;i ¼ 0), with and without model errors wi ½k. The viral state
I i ½k of four of the twenty groups i is depicted.

To demonstrate the impact of model errors wi ½k on the
network reconstruction problem, we perform numerical
simulations of the SIS epidemic model (5) on a small
 s-Renyi random graph with N ¼ 20 nodes and link
Erdo
probability p ¼ 0:1. We set all parameters to the same values as in Section V-A. We consider three cases for the
maximum control value: Ddmax ; i ¼ 0 (no curing probability control), Ddmax ; i ¼ 0:05di , and Ddmax ; i ¼ di . On the
one hand, we consider a viral state evolution without
model errors, i.e. wi ½k ¼ 0 for all nodes i and all times k.
On the other hand, we consider that the SIS epidemic
model (5) is subject to independently and identically disN ð0; & 2i Þ with
tributed Gaussian model errors wi;m ½k
variance & 2i ¼ ð0:05DtÞ2 .
Figure 4 illustrates that the evolution of the viral state vi ½k
is virtually unaffected by the model error wi ½k. If a real-world
epidemic evolved with an equally small model error wi ½k as
in Figure 4, then the SIS epidemic model (5) would be considered an outstanding fit to the epidemic data. On the first sight,
Figure 4 suggests that it is possible to reconstruct the network
from GEMF viral state observations vi ½k with a negligibly
small model error wi ½k. However, the GEMF network reconstruction problem is dramatically sensitive to small perturbations by model errors wi ½k. The upper sub-plot in Figure 5
shows that, without curing probability control, only around
five singular values s j ðFSIS ; iÞ of the matrix FSIS ; i remain
largely unaffected by model errors wi ½k. Hence, without curing probability control, even small networks cannot be reconstructed from GEMF viral state observations, also when the
model errors wi ½k seem negligibly small5. The lower sub-plot
in Figure 5 shows that, for a sufficiently great curing probability control Ddi ½k, the model error wi ½k only slightly perturbs
the singular values s j ðFSIS ; iÞ. Hence, curing probability control is necessary to reconstruct the network in the presence of
model errors wi ½k – but controlling the curing rates is possibly not sufficient, since we only studied the perturbation of the
singular values s j ðFSIS ; iÞ but not the perturbation of the
whole matrix FSIS ; i.

5

Furthermore, the sensitivity to model errors renders model-free network
inference methods [26] not suitable for the GEMF network reconstruction
problem, since model-free methods per definition induce model errors.

Fig. 5. The singular values s j ðFSIS;i Þ of the matrix FSIS;i of the linear system
(8), with and without model errors wi ½k. The upper sub-plot refers to no curing probability control (Ddmax;i ¼ 0), and the lower sub-plot considers a small
and great value for the maximum value Ddmax;i of the curing probability con s-Renyi random graphs with
trol. The results are averaged over 100 Erdo
N ¼ 20 nodes.

VI. NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
When the GEMF model (4) is subject to model errors wi ½k,
then the GEMF parameter vector xi does not satisfy the linear
system (7) with equality. Thus, we resort to finding the vector
xi as the minimiser of the Euclidean norm kVi  Fi xi k22 . More
precisely, our network reconstruction method is based on the
constrained LASSO [27]:
kVi  Fi xi k22 þri kxi k1

x^i ¼ arg min
xi

s.t.
ð xi Þ j ¼ 0

xi  0

8j 2 Vi

(9)

Including the ‘1 -regularisation term kxi k1 in the objective
favours the estimation of a sparse GEMF parameter vector xi ,
which is motivated by two reasons. First, the majority of realworld networks are indeed sparse [28]. Second, we follow the
bet on sparsity principle: “Use a procedure does well in sparse
problems, since no procedure does well in dense problems” [27]. Tuning the regularisation parameter ri > 0 in
the objective of (9) controls the trade-off between a good fit to
the model (first addend) and the sparsity of the GEMF parameter vector xi (second addend). We set the value of the scalar
ri > 0 by cross-validation [27]. In (9), the inequality xi  0
for the GEMF parameter vector xi holds element-wise. The
indices j in the set Vi f1; . . .; M 2 ð1 þ NMÞg refer to
entries ðxi Þj that must be zero for the particular GEMF model.
For instance, the 3  3 nodal transition matrix Si in (3) has
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TABLE I
THE PREDICTION ERROR I AND THE AUC FOR DIFFERENT EPIDEMIC MODELS
 WITHOUT CURING PROBABILITY CONTROL, AVERAGED OVER 100 BARABASI
ALBERT RANDOM GRAPHS WITH N ¼ 200 NODES

Fig. 6. The accuracy of the network reconstruction versus the network size
N for four different epidemic models. The solid lines show the accuracy with
curing probability control, Ddi ½k 6¼ 0, and the dashed lines show the accuracy
without curing probability control, Ddi ½k ¼ 0. The results are averaged over
100 Barabasi-Albert random graphs.

eight zero entries, which results in the inclusion of eight indices in the set Vi . To solve (9) numerically, we apply the interior point algorithm provided by the Matlab command
quadprog. If there are no model errors, i.e., wi ½k ¼ 0 for
every group i at every time k, then we do not estimate the
GEMF parameter vector xi by the LASSO formulation (9).
Instead, we apply the QR-solver provided by the Matlab command mldivide if the matrix Fi is of full rank, and we apply
a basis pursuit approach [29] if the matrix Fi is not of full
rank. For further details on the network reconstruction algorithm, we refer the reader to Appendix G.
VII. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the quality of the network reconstruction, we
compute the area under the receiver-operating-characteristic
curve (AUC) [30]. The AUC ranges from 0 to 1, where an
AUC of 1=2 is equivalent to flipping a coin to determine
whether a link is presence or absence. If the estimated network
equals the true network, then the AUC equals 1. We compute
the AUC with respect to the estimates of the respective adjacency matrices A12 , A21 , and A13 of the SIS, SIR and SEIR
model. For the SISIR model, we consider the mean of the two
AUCs with respect to the adjacency matrices A12 and A34 .
Furthermore, we define the prediction error I until the prediction time npred as
npred N
X X

1
1
I i ½k  I^ i ½k:
I ¼
N npred  n k¼nþ1 i¼1

Here, I^ i ½k denotes the predicted fraction of infectious individuals in group i at time k, which is obtained by iterating
GEMF (4) without model errors from time k ¼ n to k ¼ npred
with the parameter vector x^i that was estimated from the viral
state observations vi ½1; . . .; vi ½n for every node i. For the
SISIR model, we define the prediction error I as the sum of
the two prediction errors with respect to the two compartments
I 1 and I 2 . Unless stated otherwise, all parameters are set to
the same values as in Section V-A.
A. Absence of Model Errors
For every group i, we set the maximum control value to
Ddmax ; i ¼ 0:05di and the observation length to n ¼ 10 N.

Figure 6 shows that, without model errors wi ½k, the network
reconstruction is almost always exact – provided that the curing rates are controlled (Ddmax ; i ¼ 0:05di ). Without curing
probability control (Ddmax ; i ¼ 0), the reconstructed network
differs considerably from the true network when the number
of nodes N is large, in agreement with Figure 3.
To evaluate the prediction error I in the absence of curing
probability control, we reduce the observation length to
n ¼ 100 and set the prediction time to npred ¼ 1000. Table I
shows that the prediction error I is practically zero, even
though the AUC is very low. Thus, without curing probability
control, fundamentally different contact networks result in virtually the same viral state sequence.
Figure 7 shows the absolute value of the Pearson correlation
coefficient jcorrðxi ; x^i Þj of the entries of the i-th eigenvector
xi and the estimate x^i of the edge-based transition probability
matrices between the infectious and the susceptible compartment6. Only the principal eigenvectors x1 ; x^1 are similar and
the correlation between the eigenvectors xi ; x^i is very small
for i  2.
B. Presence of Model Errors
As illustrated by Figure 5, we cannot expect that an accurate
network reconstruction is possible in the presence of model
errors wi ½k. However, Table I shows that, at least in the
absence of model errors wi ½k, the prediction of the epidemic
outbreak is surprisingly less related to an accurate network
reconstruction. We consider Barabasi-Albert random graphs
with N ¼ 100 nodes. For every group i at every time k, we
generate the model error wi ½k as a Gaussian random variable
with standard deviation & i ¼ 0:1Dt, and we set the sampling
time to Dt ¼ Dtmax =5, where the maximum sampling time
Dtmax is given in Appendix F.
Figure 8 gives an impression on the prediction accuracy for
the SIS process (5), when the network is reconstructed from
the viral state sequence v½1; . . .; v½n until the observation
lengths n ¼ 50 and n ¼ 100, respectively. For an observation
length n ¼ 50, the AUC equals approximately 0.53 and the
viral state prediction diverges from the true viral state v½k as
time k evolves. However, the viral state prediction is accurate
until discrete time k  125, which is valuable for mediumterm disease control measures. For an observation length
n ¼ 100, the AUC equals approximately 0.54 and the viral
state prediction is relatively accurate at all times k  n – taking the random model errors wi ½k into account. Hence, also in
6
For the SISIR model, only the correlation of the eigenvectors corresponding to the contact graph from the infectious compartment I 1 to the susceptible compartment S 1 is depicted. The correlation corresponding to the
compartments I 2 and S 2 behaves similarly.
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Fig. 7. The absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient of the entries
of the eigenvectors xi and the estimates x^i , averaged over 100 Barabasi-Albert
random graphs with N ¼ 200 nodes.

Fig. 9. The AUC and the prediction error pred versus the observation
length n of the contact network of the Infectious: Stay Away exhibition [31]
with N ¼ 410 nodes. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the absence
and presence of model errors wi ½k, respectively. The results are averaged
over 10 realisations of the respective epidemic model with different initial
viral states v½1.

length n with and without model errors wi ½k. In the presence
of model errors wi ½k, the prediction error pred converges
quickly to a small value, even though the AUC remains at
around 0.5 for all observation lengths n.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 8. The true and predicted viral state vi ½k of the SIS model (5) of four
nodes of a Barabasi-Albert random graph with N ¼ 100 nodes subject to
model errors wi ½k. The upper and lower sub-plot refer to an observation
length of n ¼ 50 and n ¼ 100, respectively.

the presence of model errors wi ½k, a prediction of the viral
state v½k is generally possible, and the greater the number of
observations n the more accurate the long-term viral state
prediction.
To evaluate the prediction accuracy versus the observation
length n, we consider the contact network of the Infectious:
Stay Away exhibition [31] with N ¼ 410 nodes, accessed via
the Konect network collection [32]. Every node i corresponds
to an individual, and there is a link between two nodes if the
corresponding two individuals had at least one face-to-face
contact for more than 20 seconds. We set the infection rates
bij proportional to the number of contacts between individual
i and j, such that the infection probability bij of the two individuals i; j that had the most face-to-face contacts is three
times as great as the infection probability of two individuals
that only had a single face-to-face contact. The self-infection
probabilities bii are set to zero for every group i. The curing
probabilities di are set as in Section V-A, such that the basic
reproduction number equals R0 ¼ 1:5. Figure 9 shows the
AUC and the prediction error pred versus the observation

In this work, we considered the reconstruction of the contact
network and the prediction of epidemic outbreaks for general
group-based compartmental epidemic models. Our contribution is composed of two parts.
In the first part, we proposed the GEMF model in discrete
time, which generalises a plethora of diverse compartmental
group-based epidemic models. We suggested the transition
graph as an equivalent and compact visual representation of
any particular GEMF model. Furthermore, the GEMF model
can take multi-layer contact networks into consideration.
Thus, the GEMF model is a powerful framework to study general spreading processes.
In the second part, we studied the network reconstruction
problem for the GEMF model. Reconstructing the network
gives rise to a set of linear equations that is severely ill-conditioned. The ill-condition of the linear system has three crucial
implications for the network reconstruction from one epidemic
outbreak. First, the network can only be reconstructed if there
are no model errors and the curing rates are controlled. Second, fundamentally different networks result in virtually the
same viral state sequences. Third, even though the contact network cannot be reconstructed without curing probability control or in the presence of model errors, the prediction of the
epidemic outbreak is possible, provided that it is known by
which GEMF compartmental model the viral state sequence
was generated.
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In summary, a given viral state sequence, and in particular
small perturbations thereof, corresponds to a diverse set of
potentially underlying contact networks. Furthermore, the task
of predicting an epidemic outbreak is significantly easier than
reconstructing the contact network. Specifying the set of contact networks that result in virtually the same viral state
sequence stands on the agenda of future research.
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